
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 
 

 

SW s comments in blue 

Overall Comments 

 

You have committed to this section and produced a coherent body of work. 

The theme of actors playing Richard II has given you scope to try different 

approaches. There is evidence that you have experimented with the 

application of paint layers and a varied, yet limited palette.  

The best paintings are the looser ones. There is a tendency in some of them to 

tidy up and outline. Using strong black lines can work, but find ways of varying 

the way this line is controlled. Consider what its purpose is as an element of the 

painting.  

Your work would benefit from having colours bleed over lines and areas where 

there is no line. That way, you would be forced into considering more varied 

ways of having your edges meet.  
 

I m very interested in developing my use of line and Olivia is absolutely right that I need to keep it 

lose and expressive  both in the drawing and the application of colour. Overall these are very 

encouraging comments for  me to take forward. 

 

Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of Creativity  

 

Painting 1 
 

Student name  Sara Waterer Student number   511909 

Course/Unit  Practice of Painting Assignment number   5 

Type of tutorial (eg video/audio/written) written  



It is interesting that you worked from a grainy video still and then cropped your 

sketch to pull the heads closer together. The composition is quite 

claustrophobic in a good way. I think your colours are perhaps a bit too 

- see how that 

adds impact. When you think of warm and cool colours, remember there are 

cool reds and yellows and warm blues that can be exploited. Using one other 

primary- say a warmer yellow- in places would lift this painting. I know you said 

you varied the black line. I think it is still too much of an outline. As such, you 

have not fully exploited the potential for working with line and solid colour 

together. Allow the outline to be more broken in places. 

the line just delineate features, but meander in and out of other forms, such as 

cheekbones and join together creating a dynamic rhythm.  In some of your 

sketches the black lines blend into black solid areas of cheek, much like 

more and the line does not sit on top so much.  

 

I have applied these suggestions and included this painting for assessment.  

Looking up Rouault was particularly helpful for me in terms of adding some 

additional expressive lines. These have broken up the outlines a little and made 

the painting more interesting. The addition of warm yellow seemed to intensify 

all the colours. The painting still have faults, but it is improved and I m quite 

pleased with the final outcome. 

 

Painting 2 

 

The cropped composition is very effective. The painting has a strong emotional 

impact. I see what you mean about one of the hands being a bit wonky, but I 

line is better in this one as you have allowed it to become a pattern rather than 

just a delineating device. The way the line melts round the hands and into the 

eyes works well. The use of colour is strong and bold and unusual. The 

paintwork on the cheek on our right is particularly good. I also think the use of 

pinky red with orange sets up an interesting visual play.  

 

Encouraging comments. This may be the best painted I have produced. 

 

Painting 3 



 

You have achieved the spooky, ethereal quality you were after. The very close 

colours of orange and yellow work well with the yellowy green. I think the line 

works well. Perhaps this is because you have covered it over in places. I read 

what you said about not knowing how to get the same quality of line in acrylic 

that you get with pen and ink. Have you experimented with dipping a nib in 

acrylic? You can also get fine acrylic markers. Another way to get a characterful 

line is to paint right up to either side of it, so it is not on top.  

There is a look of encaustic (wax) about this- something you might like to 

experiment with. 

 

Great suggestions thank you, I look forward to experimenting. I ve used a 

bamboo pen with acrylics in the past, I must get it out again.  

 

Painting 4 

 

I am glad you have included this one. It shows a range of interesting 

techniques. Using enamel paint along with acrylic and chinagraph pencil is 

quite exciting. The layering of colours on the figures works well. It is good to 

see white line being used instead of black for a change. I think the figure of the 

king is a bit overworked- maybe giving that brass rubbing look you are worried 

about. What would it be like if some of the dark blue was allowed to invade 

him? 

Letting some dark blue seep into the characters and making the line of the 

background more blurred has greatly improved this painting. I m excited about 

using enamel paint in conjunction with acrylics. 

 

Painting 5 

 

The colours in this painting are quite sombre which makes the bright orange 

underpainting glow. I think you could have perhaps let more orange through. 

There is a stained glass and stylized look to it and you are right- the lack of 

accurate anatomy does not matter.  

 

 

Experiment with lettering. 

 



This is an interesting start to working with lettering. Using enamel then sanding 

back to reveal it is very effective. In fact, the sanding has created some very 

interesting textures indeed. The purple and green work well together. This is a 

painting of secondary colours with one primary- yellow. It is worth 

experimenting further with orange, green and purple and one primary.  

I think you should do more letter paintings.  

 

I m pleased to read this. I m very interested in incorporating text in my art. 

 

Sketchbooks  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  

 

Your sketchbook continues to be bold and lively. You have many interesting 

studies, including experiments with Photoshop and cropping. I am glad you 

have kept alive your interest in landscapes by taking your sketchbook on 

holiday to the Yorkshire Dales. Have you thought about getting a pocket 

sketchbook that you can carry around with you. I would also recommend a 

couple of Inktense or water soluble coloured pencils (say one reddish brown 

and one bluish grey) and a water reservoir pen. This will help you meld line 

with wash.  

Smaller sketchbook bought and I m now carrying oround a few water soluble 

pencils with me. 
 

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   

 

You have researched extensively. Using your own words you have responded 

in a refreshing manner to the work you have looked at. I especially enjoyed 

reading about John Craxton, Hayley Lock  and your signwriting course.  

 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   

 

You have written well about your work. Of particular worth is your summing up 

of the course and your comparisons of your later work with your earlier.  

 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  



 

Rouault used heavy black lines in his paintings. See how he varies them. Some 

are thicker, some more raggy.  
 

 

 
Very helpful in reworking my  Richard II paintings. 



 
 

define the forms, but picks out areas to give a heightened emotional impact.  

 

Interesting, I m beginning to see how areas of black can make the line look less 

stark. This sometimes happens by accident when I draw with ink (where it 

pools) and it can be effective. I will bear this in mind. 

 



 
 

I was at an exhibition recently and got talking to this artist, Alan Chapman. He 

exploits acrylics in very unusaul ways, using a range of mediums, making skins 

of paint and stretching them, sanding multiple layers, breaking off bits. 

Originally a printmaker, he is comfortable with using a range of tools. There is a 

good video on his website about his approach. 

http://www.alanchapmanartist.co.uk/ 

 

Really interesting textural work  it is as if he pulled together relief printing and 

acrylics. Fascinating. 

 

The thing about acrylics is that people often try to treat it like oil and bemoan 

see the potential of acrylics. 

 

Yes it feels that way to me  I couldn t get on with them well at first but I can 

see that is because I didn t know how to use them. Lots to learn still but an 

exciting, flexible and forgiving medium.  

http://www.alanchapmanartist.co.uk/


 

Pointers for the future 
 

Keep experimenting with acrylic alongside enamel and, perhaps, household 

emulsion, spray paints, markers. Consider working on smooth board to see how 

this differs from paper- for example, you can make more use of wiping out and 

scraping. Also look into the multitude of mediums available on the market.  

Experiment further with your use of line, being aware of its potential beyond 

outlining forms.  

Allow further loosening up and bleeding over boundaries.  

 

Thank you for these tips  I will enjoy experimenting further. 
 

Tutor name Olivia Irvine 

Date  10.6.16 

  

 


